
MUSIC / TERRAL 2022

HINDI ZAHRA
*CANCELLED. Due to unexpected circumstances the tour of Hindi Zahra has to be pushed
back to 2023.
The cost of tickets sold on-line and by telephone has been automatically repaid to the
account from which payment was made. Tickets bought in the box offices will be refunded
at the box office from May 30 up to 15 days after the original date of the concert.

Hindi Zahra voice
Jérôme Plasseraud and Paul Salvagnac guitars
Jeff Hallam / Aurélien Calvel bass
Ze Luis Nascimento percussion

www.hindi-zahra.com
photo ©Zineb Andress Arraki ©Tala Hadid

Fusion with grace, talent, self-confidence and knowledge is what the Franco-
Moroccan artist has been doing for more than a decade, accepting that soul, folk, and
blues of North Africa, along with la chanson and jazz, are elements that deserve being
incorporated to a single expressive creed, with spontaneity and without affectation. In
her words, “like a good couscous”. After all, she was signed up by the Blue Note label
and has toured with the Tamikrest of Mali for a reason.
Hindi Zhara went from working as a guard in the Louvre to being an international
figure of music. Her debut record Handmade (2010), a revelation worthy of its name,
gave her access to the big league. Since then, the star song ‘Beautiful tango’ has had
more than 25 million reproductions through streaming. Recorded in three weeks at the
apartment she had rented in Paris, it won that year’s Constantin and Victoire de la
Musique awards. It was the endorsement of a musical career in English and Berber,
during which she has also participated in several films as an actress, and released the
EP Until the next journey (2011) and the album Homeland (2015).

Teatro Cervantes

monday 4 july 20.30 h
 

Inicio venta 26/04/2022

Prices A 32€ B 24€ C 17€ D 11€
Usual discounts apply 

http://www.hindi-zahra.com

